TESTIMONIALS
CORE ELMS is the leading experiential learning software
for schools of pharmacy
Since beginning 14 years ago, CORE has maintained a 100% pharmacy client retention rate.
In the last 2 years alone, 40 pharmacy schools have made the switch to CORE.

“

I always feel
as though the
success of
our program
is CORE’s top
priority.”

“As Dean, I have worked with CORE Higher Education Group at two different
colleges of pharmacy. The team at CORE truly listens to client feedback and goes
above and beyond to ensure their technology is serving clients as efficiently as
possible. I always feel as though the success of our program is their top priority.
Between the responsiveness of the client support team, the dedicated attention
given to our unique program needs, and the personalization this platform offers,
CORE continues to exceed my expectations as a software provider.”

Ronald Jordan, R.Ph, FAPhA
Dean
Chapman University School of Pharmacy

“The switch to CORE is the best thing our Department could have done! We’ve
received so much positive feedback in regards to the accessibility and ease that
the system provides, to both our students and preceptors. We had previously
used another software and noticed the turn-around time for things was lengthy. It
didn’t seem that we could do much on our own. CORE is the complete opposite! In
the click of a button, I’m able to run reports, manage schedules, and update bulk
information. The client support team has been with us every step of the way
and they take the time to help in any way they can. Switching to CORE has done
nothing but great things for our office!”

Adriana Sanchez, CMA
IPPE/APPE Coordinator
California Health Sciences University
College of Pharmacy
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